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Milady's SKINCARE and Cosmetic Ingredients Dictionary, 4th Edition is a lot more than only a
dictionary of beauty ingredients; it is a guide to understanding epidermis types and epidermis
physiology, item formulation and how aesthetic products interact with the skin. Definitions of
common conditions used in skincare formulation are also supplied. Part 1 includes a basic
explanation of epidermis anatomy and physiology, including epidermis types, conditions and
complications. Part 2 consists of an alphabetical listing of more than 2,300 cosmetic
substances with accompanying definitions that help determine the function and reason for
each ingredient with Component 3 supplying a reference of Botanical Latin names for
commonly used ingredients. For ease of use, this book is put into three parts. This understanding
is crucial for understanding product efficiency. That is an invaluable reference that will assist in
making well-informed decisions regarding skincare ingredients and cosmetic items.
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This Book Opened My Eyes rather than I Buy Better Products In the event that you, like me,
started to question what are all those substances in soap, shampoo, rinse, toothpaste, dish
soap, ground care, cleaning products, hair care, moisturizers and the many facial products,
well you need to get this book because there are a lot of negative things that we need not
be endangering the body with. A must have for anyone who is likely to school for makeup or
skin care! Search for products without the ingredients you pinpoint in the reserve. Really terrific
reserve. I got the paperback and it’s the perfect size to throw in your purse to study on the
go! As an esthetician, this is very handy to have. Esthetician Approved! I take it to work and
break down ingredients lists on items so that I can offer them knowing howthe product really
works. A must possess for just about any professional in the beauty industry. Really terrific book.
Very thorough, and doesn't engage in mumbo-jumbo. Can all of the claims be proved? I don't
know. Maybe no-one does. (Just how many labs possess peer-reviewed work on the efficacy of
witchhazel extract?) But for the home lotion-maker and for anybody attempting to navigate
the miles of aisles of skin-care and cosmetic items, that is a helpful compendium. Five Stars Very
good book Recommended. The first couple of chapters explain epidermis anatomy, physiology,
epidermis types and problems which is essential to know which products to make use of. This
book has everything you ever wished to know about the ingredient for the reason that item
you're using, don't trust the labeling, understanding is power! Tremendously useful: I really like
this Tremendously useful: I really like this. I got the paperback and it’s the ... Must have for
skincare professionals! This book informs you about every chemical substance product,
additives, etc. It really is an education which will make you healthier and be a wiser purchaser.!
Awesome Book! Buy 100 % pure.! Very detailed and incredibly informative or more to date- a
must if your into skincare formulation, or simply want to know- "what's that A skincare mustwhether you formulate or just want to know what is in your skincare- easy, simple and a good
reference book- really worth the cost Great information This book can be an easy read and
easy to understand. A must-have book your individual guide to everything you need to learn
what's in your beauty product I first check this book away at the library and after getting at
night first chapter I knew it was an absolute must have book! All of those other publication
walks you through alphabetical order products ingredients. A must have for skin care Super
useful book This is just what I was looking for! Thank you Great reference guide Love this book.
Good book Needed this book for esty school. ?? ?? Five Stars Great reserve for understanding
ingredients however I actually want that it included even more ingredients definition in the
book. No fluff, no filler.
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